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four weeks before your death, you apologized and I found this 
strange. 
it seemed as if your apology was for your essence, which had never 
hurt me, and as far as I knew, it had never hurt anybody. 
you also said you were at home, in California, 
receiving treatment, with effort, 
effort of the sort which tingles within a body 
until depression settles in, and forces it to stick 
against the darkness just beneath the skin --
the effort needed to unstick this. 
I have 89 lorazepams. I have taken the prescribed dose. 
it's been some time, but lorazepam tolerance 
never repairs itself entirely, so I will never 
not have this. 
my phone rings. 
someone begins to speak. 
the tingling in my hands is absent, or something like it. 
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